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Mobile teleprompter for use with any SmartPhone or Apple mobile devices:
iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad.*
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch are registered trademarks of Apple, Inc. iPad requires optional bracket.
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What's included in the kit
Includes:
• ProPrompter HDi PRO2 mirror box w/studio quality 60/40 beamsplitter glass - includes mount for included camera bar
and optional 15mm rail system.
• MDClip - mobile device clip to securely hold SmartPhones or Apple mobile devices such as iPhone iPod touch. Can
optionally be mounted on a tripod by itself for 'beside the lens' prompting if desired. Optionally, you may purchase the
ProPrompter iPad bracket for use with any iPad.
• Black Duvatyne anti-reflection mask - helps knock off surface reflections from SmartPhone screen and beamsplitter
glass
• Black lens sock - blocks light from entering the mirror box from behind and around the camera lens
• Pistol Grip - for truly mobile handheld operation - can also be mounted to tripod
• Camera Bar - supports weight of camera and mirror box - has 1/4-20 hole for optional mounting directly to tripod if
pistol grip is removed
• Thumb Screw - 1/4-20 thread to attach camera to camera bar
Note: You will need to supply your own SmartPhone or Apple mobile device. If using an Apple iPhone or iPod touch,
you may optionally purchase the ProPrompter teleprompter app from the Apple iTunes App store. Optionally, a second
Apple mobile device (iPhone, iPod touch, or iPad) can be used to wirelessly control the pace of the script on your iPhone
or iPod touch. A wired remote option is also available. See the ProPrompter app help menu for additional details.

Black lens sock
DSLR camera not included

60/40 Mirror Box

MDClip (iPhone not included)

Thumb Screw

Black Duvetyne anti-reflection mask

Pistol Grip

w/tripod mount

Camera Bar

w/tripod mount
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Configuration and Installation
Camera bar mount configuration
Installation Instructions:
1. Attach mirror box to camera bar with
included thumb nut.
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2. Attach camera to camera bar with
included thumb screw.
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3. Adjust vertical height of mirror box to
center camera lens with mirror box opening.
Secure in place with lever handles.
4. Wrap black lens sock around camera lens
so no light can bleed through the rear of the
mirror box.
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5. Install mobile device into MDclip, then
attach to mirror box with integrated thumb
screw.
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6. Option - Install black Duvetyne antireflection mask around mirror box perimeter
with included velcro strip.
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Rail mount configuration - rail system not included
Installation Instructions:
1. Attach mirror box to optional rail system.
Slide 15mm rails into rail holes and tighten
securely using provided 4mm hex wrench.
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2. Attach camera to rail system, see rail
system instructions for mounting options.
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4. Wrap black lens sock around camera lens
so no light can bleed through the rear of the
mirror box.
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3. Adjust vertical height of mirror box to
center camera lens with mirror box opening.
Secure in place with lever handles.
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5. Install mobile device into MDclip, then
attach to mirror box with integrated thumb
screw.
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6. Option - Install black Duvetyne antireflection mask around mirror box perimeter
with included velcro strip.
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15mm rail holes, spaced
60mm on center
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Specifications
- Optional Accessories -

ProPrompter Wired Remote
for ProPrompter App script control

ProPrompter iPad Bracket
for 1st,2nd,3rd gen iPad

ProPrompter HDi PRO2 SP

PRO2 military grade rolling case

Part #: PP-HD-I-PRO2-SP

Beamsplitter Glass

Studio Quality 60/40

HDi PRO2 mirror box construction

High impact ABS & Aircraft aluminum

Maximum camera lens diameter supported

150mm OD

Bar mount configuration

Compatible with small to mid-size consumer
cameras and mid-size pro cameras including
but not limited to:
Sony EX1, EX3, PD150, PD170, HVRZ1U
Panasonic HVX200, AG-DVX100
Canon XF300 series, XL series, GL series

Rail mount configuration

Compatible with mid-size to shoulder-mount
professional ENG cameras including but not
limited to:
Sony XDCam
Panasonic HVX300

Rail system compatibility

standard 15mm diameter rails spaced
60mm on center

Weight

HDi PRO2 SP weight = ~ 5 lbs
Kit weight with optional case = ~ 21 lbs

Dimensions

HDi PRO2 SP fully assembled in camera bar
config: 22x15x13"
Optional PRO2 Case: 22x18x12"
Bodelin Technologies
6077A SW Lakeview Blvd.
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

www.bodelin.com
support@bodelin.com
800-441-6877
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